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Abstract: Bar and joint frameworks provide useful models of the structure of building,
metals, glasses, crystal states materials, nano-materials, and some biological systems.
Using the symmetry and the periodicity of the structures their rigidity is a problem of longstanding interest in kinematics, statics, and optimization. We considered the skeletal of a
wide class of 3-dimensional tiling with the special assumption that the original polygonal
faces are allowed to deform in a way that faces remaining central symmetrical and not
necessarily planar. Some vectors that represent the parallel edges with the bracing
elements as auxiliary framework characterize the mobility of this framework. A new
theorem provides a necessary and sufficient condition for the rigidity of the tiling
framework applying face diagonals as bracing elements. This result implies an efficient
algorithm for the rigidity of braced tiling structure. Based on simple elements we construct
new mechanisms which move as the skeleton tiling structure with the planar and the central
symmetrical assumption. In the applications we regard the bracing elements as actuators,
we provide a method controlling the motion of braced reconfigurable metamaterials and
the rhombic type origami.
Keywords: repetitive bar and joint framework, bracing; rigidity; complexity; mechanisms;

HIGHLIGHTS


Provide a one-to-one correspondence between the motion of the braced
repetitive frameworks and the motion of their auxiliary framework



The complexity of the rigidity of the periodical structure is decreased



A wide class of movable 3D repetitive frameworks as new mechanisms
are considered



Construct some CAD models for the application
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Control the motion of the reconfigurable metamaterials and the Miura-ori
with actuators
NOMENCLATURE

X, Y

joints

XY

bars

p(x)

place of the joint X

F(p)

framework

q(x)

infinitesimal motion or infinitesimal displacement or instantaneous velocity of the joint X

Ei

equivalence classes of equivalent bars

Hi

head of the vector that represents equivalence class Ei

Ni

node of the graph GZTSF that represents equivalence class Ei

Subscripts
ZTSF

Zonohedra Tiling with Special Faces

GZTSF

rigidity Graph of ZTSF
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INTRODUCTION

The rigidity and mobility of bar and joint framework have served as useful models
of the structure of metals, glasses, crystal states of matter [1-3], granular media
various materials [4-7], and biological systems also [8-13]. Using the symmetries,
periodicity and other properties of the bar-joint framework the rigidity is a
problem of long-standing interest in mechanics, structural engineering, and
optimization. The analysis of simple preliminary consideration gives useful input
for more complicated consideration of three-dimensional frame structure in the
earlier mentioned disciplines and naturally in building science [14-17].
Polyhedrons, zonohedrons lattices, and tilings as repetitive object are useful as
preliminary structures of design and further consideration. Several definitions of a
polyhedron can be found in the literature [18-22]. Polyhedrons have often been
defined as solids. Legendre, Cauchy, Connelly and Dolbilin was considered the
polyhedron as a set of rigid surfaces connected by revolute joints. Some
Nonconvex Polyhedra can move [21]. If the convex polyhedron is defined as a
bar-joint framework and the faces are triangulated (the faces are constrained by
additional bars to obtain only triangles), then the framework is rigid [20, 23].
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1.1

Zonohedron Tiling

A Zonohedrons are point symmetrical Convex Polyhedron its faces are polygons
with point symmetry. The Zonohedron may be described as the Minkowski sum of
a set of line segments. Alternatively, a Zonohedron is a set of points in 3dimensional space constructed from vectors vi by taking the sum:
Σ aivi, where each 0≤ ai ≤ 1.
It is called Zonohedron because the faces are parallel to each vector form a socalled zone wrapping around the polyhedron. Zonohedra included many familiar
Polyhedra including Cubes, Parallelohedra, Rhombic dodecahedra, and Truncated
Octahedra, and Rhombic Dodecahedra and so on. We generalize our consideration
to finite tilings, which regard as a broad class of polyhedron [24-26]. A tiling is a
collection of sets of a polyhedron with a disjoint inner point, the closures of which
cover the space.
A polyhedral skeletal framework is obtained by placing bars at the edges, and the
bars being connected at the vertices by ball joints, similarly to the Tiling
framework. This construction is equivalent to fixing the distance between any two
vertices of the polyhedron which are linked by an edge. If some of the faces of a
polyhedron have more than three vertices, the result is a mechanism. Similarly, we
considered the zonohedron tiling as a bar-joint framework (the edges correspond
to bars the vertices correspond to ball joints) with the following assumption; the
polygonal faces are allowed to move such that the faces remain planar and remain
central symmetric. These frameworks ZTSF (Zonohedra Tiling with Special
Faces) are mechanisms. Applying some diagonals of the Zonohedrons of the
Tiling the ZTSF could move (but not rigid-body-like motion) or will be rigid.
Some vectors characterize the mobility of ZTSF; that represent the equivalence
classes of edges. Hence, they describe the possible motions of the edges of ZTSF.
We make the frameworks rigid using some diagonal braces of the faces. We are
giving a theorem for the braced zonohedra tiling that provides a necessary and
sufficient condition for the rigidity of the framework. A similar consideration and
construction of the Polyhedra were considered Laliberté and Gosselin in [27, 28],
they used Polyhedra Articulated Faces PAF for a similar structure like this paper,
as an alternate of the special assumption that was used in [29, 30] for cubic grids
frameworks. We could answer the question for the case of ZTSF; that was asked
in [27, 28] for PAF: What is the characterization of the mobility or just the
infinitesimal motion of the ZTSF if using some diagonals of its polyhedron as
bracing elements.
A similar characterization of the motion of the grid type framework in 2D and 3D
and its rigidity was also considered in [31-38], and these models and concepts
were mentioned in [29, 34, 36]. The model used for describing the motions of the
repetitive frameworks produces smaller dimensional problems of the rigidity
theory that are solvable faster than the original problems.
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1.2. The infinitesimal rigidity of the framework
A framework consists of joints, connected by bars. In a 3-dimensional Cartesian
system, the position of the joints X and Y are denoted by p(x), p(y).
Definition 2.1: A framework is rigid if any continuous motion of the joints that
keeps the length of every bar fixed also keeps the distance fixed between every
pair of joints.
In a rigid framework, some joints could move infinitesimally, i.e.; an infinitesimal
motion instantaneously preserves the lengths of the bars of the framework.
The concept of the rigidity and infinitesimal rigidity are closely related. In 3dimensional space, the infinitesimal motion q of a bar-joint framework F(p) is a
map q: R3→R3 that can be described with the next constraints if there is an ideal
bar between joints X and Y:

(p(x)- p(y))(q(x)- q(y))= 0

(1)

It is evident that the rigid body type motion satisfies the above limitation. A bar is
perpendicular to the difference of the infinitesimal motion vectors of its ends’
joints.
We determine the equation system A from (1) equations for all the bars for the
three Cartesian coordinates of velocity q of joint with position p. This equation
system describes the possible infinitesimal motions of the joints of the framework.
The coefficient matrix of system A is referred to as rigidity matrix of F(p). We can
decide the infinitesimal rigidity of a bar-joint framework after Maxwell as a rank
condition of the rigidity matrix. We can see an equation system that describes the
possible motion of a cubic framework (Fig.1). The number of equations is not
enough, one of the reasons that there are few bars in the framework, the other
reason is the rigid body like motions. We can find one of the most exact
descriptions of the infinitesimal rigidity in [40, 41, 42]. In exceptional cases, when
the positions of the joints are geometrically characterized, we can work with a
graph or matroid theoretical models which are obtained an efficient algorithms
[31, 41, 34, 42, 16, 17].
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Figure 1. There is a cubic bar-joint framework on the left. It is not a special framework since, for
example, the joint on the plane YZ are not necessarily coplanar during the motions of the frameworks.
We have to solve the right-sided matrix equation for determining the possible motions.

The rigid-body motions of the framework are named as trivial infinitesimal
motions.
Definition 2.2: An F(p) bar-joint framework is infinitesimally rigid if it only has
the trivial infinitesimal motions.
A framework is infinitesimally flexible if the above type equation system has
more than a 6-dimensional subspace of solutions since the rigid-body motions
determine a 6-dimensional subspace in the space of the possible infinitesimal
motion of the joints. The infinitesimal rigidity does not even allow infinitesimal
motions of the framework, for example, a square with two diagonals as bracing
elements is rigid in space, but it is not infinitesimally rigid. Fix the three joints of
this framework, in this case; the fourth joint can move infinitesimally
perpendicularly to the plane of the square (we disregard that the diagonal bracing
elements are intersecting each other).

Figure 2. In 2-dimensional space, in the middle of the figure, we can see two color equivalence classes
of the rhombic tiling framework. On the left the unit vectors that represent them. On the right, we can
see a Zonohedron tiling in the 3-dimensional space with two different Zonohedrons; the Cube is the
smaller that connect the square faces of, the larger Zonohedron. The red edges are from three different
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equivalence classes, and similarly, the yellows are three distinct classes (see the color on the online
version).

We can determine the infinitesimal rigidity more precisely than the rigidity of a
framework. A graph theoretical model was given in [31] for square grid (or tiling)
framework. In this paper, we present a similar model for zonohedron tiling. There
exist relevant outstanding results for the rigidity or the mobility of periodic
framework bracing with diagonal bars in [41, 34]. Similar characterizations of the
rhombic framework were given in [36] and tessellation [35] in the plane; and for
lonely zonohedrons [38] and special cubic lattice frameworks [29, 30] in the threedimensional space. Some further result was published in [43-56].

2. Methods
2.1

Characterization of the motion

2.1.1 Motion of the rhombic tiling framework
Define an equivalence relation between the bars. The opposite bars of the rhombic
tiling are equivalent. Hence, the bars in the same equivalence class can move
parallel to each other. If we use diagonal braces of a rhomb that is in two
equivalence classes, then the vectors of the two equivalence classes can rotate
only with each other. A gray line consists of those segments that are between rods,
which are in the same equivalence class in the middle of Figure 3. The
corresponding sequence of the parallelograms is called de Bruijn lines, Conway
worms, ribbons [57]

2.1.2 Motion of the ZTSF.
In [27,28] the infinitesimal motions (“local mobility”) about the additional
constraints, the planarity of the faces, to the system of equations obtained a set of
k points Pf1 to Pfk with position vectors pf1 to pfk associated to the corners of a face
f. The consequence of the planarity, any points have to stay in the plane of the
others; the points Pfj must lie in the plane formed by any other three points Pf1, Pf2,
Pf3, i.e.:
(pfj-pf1)T[(pf2−pf1)×(pf3−pf1)] = 0, where 4 ≤ j ≤ k, for each face f.
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(3)

Note that the number of necessary constraints for a face is k-3, where k is the
number of the joints of the faces. The above restrictions (3) are differentiated
concerning time. Hence, we get a new equation system C for all faces with the
varieties the infinitesimal motion vector q of joint P. The null space of the set of
the solution q of the equation system A and C corresponds to the set of possible
motions of the mechanism (including rigid-body motions).
The ZTSF is different from the mechanisms which were considered in Laliberté
and Gosselin works, in that case when one of the faces is not a parallelogram. If
the number of the joints of one of the faces is 3 or more than 4, then the motions
which give not central symmetric faces are allowed in their paper, contrary in our
case of the ZTSF, where the original faces are strictly central symmetric and also
are central symmetric during the motions. For instance, a regular hexagonal prism
can move in the former case to a framework that opposite edges on the hexagonal
faces are not parallel, see the light edges left-handed framework on Figure 3.

Figure 3. We can see the three hexagonal prism frameworks. On the left the not Zonohedron-type
motion of the joint into the direction of the arrows and the light colored bars, the new hexagons is not
central symmetrical. We can see in the middle framework the planar Zonohedron-type motion of the
light bars, in this case, the faces are central symmetrical and planar. On the right, the lighter bars
displacement is central symmetrical but not planar.

Hence, the zonohedron framework generally can move in the former case, that
they lost their zonohedron property, contrary to ZTSF. We make a distinction
between the two cases of the more than four-sided faces of the ZTSF,
Case 1: the centrally symmetrical faces are planar, ZTSFP, we can see a possible
motion of the framework on the middle picture of Figure 3.
Case 2: the centrally symmetrical faces are not necessarily planar ZTSFNP, we
can see a possible displacement in the right picture of Figure 3.
We give the definitions of the auxiliary framework for both of the cases.
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2.2. Auxiliary framework
Define the auxiliary framework of the ZTSFNP as follows: the joints of the
auxiliary framework correspond to the Jai, the head of the vector ai that represents
the equivalence class ai of the ZTSFNP, let a joint Jo in the origin of the
coordinate system. There are bars between the joint Jo and each joint Jai. There is
bar B between the joint Jai and joint Jbj if there is a diagonal brace between the
corresponding equivalence classes ai and bj of the ZTSFNP.
Define the auxiliary framework of the ZTSFP as above with the following
restriction. If the vectors ai that represent least three of the equivalence classes ai
of the ZTSFP, which are planar, i.e., they represent the bars that correspond at
least six-sided planar polygon; then the corresponding Jai-s are in a main circle k
of the unit ball. Let k be the normal vector of the plane of circle k, and let a joint
Jk on the head of k; let this joint connects with bars to joints Jai.
These new constraints hold the planarity of the vectors, which are in the same
planes during the motion of the joints. On the left of Figure 4, the five signed
equivalence classes’ bars are denoted by a1, a2, a3 and b1, b2, and similarly on the
right the corresponding two vectors.

Figure 4. On the left, we can see a simple ZTSF framework with one diagonal brace B. The bars,
which are signed by a1, are the same equivalence class similarly, the others who are signed by for
example b1, but different to the others. On the right the auxiliary framework of the ZTSFP, that
consists of the vectors as bars, which represent the equivalence classes of bars. There is a diagonal
brace B between the equivalent classes a2, and b1, accordingly the joints on the heads of a2, and b1 are
connected to a bar B in the auxiliary framework.

During the motion of the joints of the vertices of the hexagons on the left-hand
side framework of Figure 4 in Case 1 are planar, hence vectors a1, a2, a3 are
coplanar in the Auxiliary framework. The above definition guarantees this
planarity; that is why we use the three bars between the head of the three planar
vectors and the head of the normal vector of the plane. This characterization of the
motion of repetitive structure could regard as a visualized configuration space
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embedded in the 3-dimensional space instead of the generally used higher
dimensional one in the robotics.

2.5. The rigidity graph of GZTSF
Definition of the GZTSF: the node Ni of the graph GZTSF of the parallelogram faced
ZTSF corresponds to the endpoint Hi of the representation vector OHi. There
exists an edge NiNj between two nodes Ni, Nj of graph GZTSF if there exists a
diagonal brace between the two connected bars that are corresponding to the two
corresponding different equivalent classes of the ZTSF.
The nodes of the graph parallelogram faced GZTSF on Figure 4 are the head of the
vectors, and the one edge between them is the blue one.
The following conjecture may be held: A braced ZTSF whose Auxiliary
framework is in generic position is infinitesimally rigid if and only if, the
corresponding graph is generic rigid. The generic properties are discussed in [21,
41, 58].

3
3.1

Results
The rigidity of the ZTSF

We can see the Auxiliary Framework of the hexagon prism tiling that consists of
two prisms in Case 1 on the right-hand side of Fig. 4. In Case 2, we disregard the
planarity of the initially more than four-sided planar faces, than the vectors that
represent the horizontal equivalence classes can move independently each other. If
all the faces are four-sided we disregard the constraints for planarity; in this case,
the “Special” assumption provides the planarity.
The next theorem characterizes the rigidity of the zonohedron tiling and provides
an algorithm that decreases the complexity of the rigidity of ZTSF.
Theorem 1: A braced ZTSF is infinitesimally rigid if and only if the corresponding
Auxiliary framework is rigid.
Proof: If there is no diagonal brace in the framework, then the motion of two bars
is independent if they are in different equivalence classes (Case 2). In this case,
the heads of the corresponding unit vectors as joints can move on the unit ball,
centered at the origin, independently from each other. In Case 1, if there is no
diagonal brace in the framework, the unit vectors not even can move
independently because the vectors correspond to bars in the original framework
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which fit a face more than four-sided. These vectors are coplanar. Hence, the
heads of these vectors there are on a great circle of the unit ball. Using the
definitions of the auxiliary frameworks both of the cases, we can describe the
motion of the ZTSF with some unit vectors as bars, and some joints, which
correspond to the head of the former unit vectors disregarding the congruent
transformations of the framework. The head of these vectors as joints on the unit
ball with the above constraints what are the consequences of the diagonal bars of
the original framework, connecting to the joint of the origin create the Auxiliary
framework of the ZTSF. Hence, this characterization provides a one-to-one
correspondence, disregarding the rigid-body motion, between the infinitesimal
motion of the ZTSF and the infinitesimal motion of the Auxiliary Framework.□

3.2

Constraint of the ZTSF

Subdividing the more than four-sided faces by rhombuses, the constraint of the
central symmetric motion of the ZTSF are satisfied, in Case 2, we add some extra
bracing elements and new joints. In this case, the auxiliary framework describes
the exact nature of the possible motion of the braced ZTSF that is a new family of
the mechanisms.

Figure 5. On the left, we can see a two regular hexagonal prism ZTSF framework. The hexagonal faces
are differently subdivided to rhombi in the above and the bottom case. The lighter bars in the same
class can provide the possible displacement next to it. The bars which are signed by the a1 move into
the bars that signed the a’1. There are a slightly different displacement if the subdivision is different on
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the opposite faces, see the two frameworks on the right and its new form next to them after the motion
of bars a1. On the right, we can see a motion from vector a1 to vector a’1 in the auxiliary framework.
This motion characterizes the motion of the bars that are in the same equivalence class

In case 1, some extra diagonals of the more than four-sided faces rhombuses,
which are parts of the rhombic subdivision, could provide the constraints of the
planarity, for example, we use the three longer diagonals of the three rhombi in
one of the subdivided hexagons of Figure 3. There are no infinitesimal motions
one of the joints of a rhombus in the normal direction if we can ensure its
planarity, the central symmetry implies the planarity in the case of rhombuses. In
this case, we have to use one of the diagonals of all three rhombi of the subdivided
hexagon to make it rigid and planar.
From an applicative point of view, our frameworks could be used as robotic
devices. The cube framework may be used as a foldable frame, as the length of the
diagonal brace is changed as an axial actuator. The volume of the convex hull of
the Rhombohedron framework could vary widely. Similarly, modify the length of
the diagonal braces; we could control the motion of the tiling and its form.

3.3

The computation of deciding the rigidity of the ZTSF

Our model describes the rigidity of the structures, which are lattice-like as in [29,
30] for cubic lattice and in [38] for only one zonohedron, using diagonals as
braces elements of their faces. These make the system more usable, making them
promising candidates for civil engineering structures, material science,
nanotechnology, and biomedical applications. A possible algorithm that decides
the rigidity of the ZTSF consist of the next steps:
Take a ZTSF type framework with some bracing elements
1. Choose an adequate data structure for joints, bars, and bracing elements
2. Specify the joints and bars of Auxiliary Framework for one of the types
of the framework
3. Decide the infinitesimal rigidity of the Auxiliary Framework
4. Alternatively, describe the possible infinitesimal motions of the joints of
the structure
With this procedure, a variety of structures based on ZTSF type framework could
be identified.
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Figure 6. The flowchart presents the steps of the rigidity algorithm of the ZTSF.

Let N be the sum of the number of the nodes and the number of the diagonal
braces of the Auxiliary framework. The second decision is to consider the rigidity
of the Auxiliary framework with the Maxwell method. Hence, the time complexity
of the rigidity algorithm of the former framework using some diagonal braces is
cubic O(N3)with the size of the auxiliary framework.
3.3.1

Computing the safety of the ZTSF

Real frameworks networks consist of redundant connections. The redundancies
are important the safety of the rigidity of the network.
The framework is safety if some of the elements collapse while the remainders
have kept the rigid structure yet, i.e., its bracing graph is connected in our case.
Similar problems are significant and well-studied optimization problems in graph
theory, and network analysis [59]. The connectivity augmentation problem is the
next in our case: given a bracing graph and a positive integer k, we find a
minimum number of new edges in the bracing graph, that the results will be k
edge-connected. Hence, if we remove arbitrary k−1 edges that corresponded to the
removed bracing element the remained object not collapsed. The connectivity
augmentation helps us to increase the safety of an already existing network by
adding an optimal number of new connections for the rigidity of Scaffolding.
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It is an open question even if the graph G to be augmented is k-1 vertexconnected. Polynomial algorithms have been developed only some cases. In
network design, it is often of interest to know how sensitive a particular property
of a network is to changes in the graph structure, like the removal or failure of
edges. We focus on the edge-connectivity of a graph. The connectivity interdiction
asks to decrease the edge-connectivity of a graph maximally by removing a
limited set of edges. We can ask how many braces could be taken away at most
before the graph disconnects. Hence, our framework would collapse. If the edge
connectivity is k then we could take away k brace, the graph will become
disconnected (not all of k brace are good for the disconnectivity), i.e., the
framework will be a mechanism.
3.3.2

The complexity of deciding the rigidity

In the case of the n×n×n cubic grid, if face diagonals are used for bracing to
determine rigidity by Maxwell’s method then we have to use the planar constraint
for each face of the cubic grid framework and the limitations from the diagonal
braces. The number of the varieties is O(n3) the three velocity coordinate of all
joints. Using Gauss elimination for the solving of the system, that similar that we
can see in Figure 1, the time complexity of rigidity is O(n9). Using our model the
auxiliary framework consists of 3n+1 pieces of joint. Using the Maxwell method
just for the auxiliary framework, the time complexity is O(n3). Hence, the
complexity of deciding the rigidity would be cubic without our result. For
example, the time complexity of the 1000×1000×1000 cubic grid is the same as
the time complexity in the case of the 10×10×10 cubic grid using the Maxwell
method.

3.4.
3.4.1

The realization of the ZTSF
A CAD construction

Firstly, we describe the construction of the more than four-sided faces with some
further elements in the ZTSF such that it is coplanar, i.e., Case 1. Originally, their
bars are planar, and the opposite bars of the faces are parallel. We subdivide the
even sided faces to rhombuses. We can see a subdivided hexagon framework on
the left picture of Figure 7. The new three bars connect every second joint of the
hexagon framework to the joint that is placed to the center of the polygon. The
rhombic subdivisions of regular 2n-gon are considered in [60-64].
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Figure 7. We can see on the left a hexagon from the ZTSF framework. The hexagon face is subdivided
into three rhombi. The joints are hinges. Hence, they prevent the infinitesimal motion to the direction
of the normal of the hexagon face, and the rhombuses provide the constraints of the central symmetry
of the hexagon. The connecting elements to the adjacent faces are deleted from hexagon faces. On the
right, we can see the construction of the cubic ZTSF framework that was considered in [24].

We give a CAD construction of the cubic ZTSF based on two simple elements
using the construction in the second framework of Figure 8, [38]. On the left, in
Figure 8 we can see construction, where we glued two cubic frameworks. Similar
construction for Polyhedra was considered in [27, 28]. Both of the constructions
provide the planarity; the latter one does not provide the central symmetry, its
allowed arbitrary sided constructions. In the case of a Cubic framework, both
constructions are located outside of the theoretical Cube. Hence, none of them
suitable for tiling structure because during the motions the elements of the
deformed framework not fit the theoretical motions. In the case of four cubic
meeting in one edge, suit together pairwise the construction does not follow the
theoretical motions of the cubic tiling, on the signed places the construction does
not fit, the joint gap will be smaller. Hence, the application both of the
construction of the tiling framework is restrained.

Figure 8. On the upper left corner, we can see a CAD model of the Cubic ZTSF framework. In the
middle, we can see the two types of hinges connection of the elements of the cube ZTSF framework.
The elements do not fit the red circle signed locations.
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3.4.2

A CAD construction that follows better the theoretical motions

Better construction of the fundamental cell of the cubic ZTSF is on the right-hand
side of Figure 9 that could follow the theoretical motions tiling. This construction
is extensible to the arbitrary ZTSF. The neighboring zonohedrons connect with
one or more (in the case of more than four-sided faces) rhombic framework that
we can see on the left-hand side picture of Figure 9. We use only one planar
framework on the sides of the neighboring cubes and use only one rod as rotation
axis at the common edges of the cubes. On the right side, we can see a vertex of
cubic ZTSF framework and the two type hinge connections for the mobility of the
faces and the planarity of the faces, in this the latter case there are five possible
places (holes, without pin joint) for the connection. We need some possible places
for the pin joint the consequence of the mutual edge of the different faces. These
different faces need to connect distinct distances from the vertex (virtual) of the
structure. In the vertices, there is no joint (virtual), in consequence of the
complexity of the structure of the tiling, because many bars connect in the vertices
of the structure.

Figure 9. On the left, we can see a better CAD model of Cubic ZTSF framework. We show the
opposite sides of the neighboring cubes. On the right side, we can see a vertex of cubic ZTSF
framework and the two type hinge connections, in the vertex (virtual) there is no joint, in consequence
of the complexity of the structure of the tiling, in this places many bars connect. There are two tubetype joints next to each other; they can rotate independently of each other.

The construction of Figure 9 fits the theoretical cube or the deformed rhomboid
during the motion of tiling framework. This construction follows the theoretical
motions of the cubic tiling. During the motions of the framework, the axis of the
neighboring cubic framework intersect each other in the theoretical joints of the
framework, see the three signed axes on the left in Figure 9. Hence, the
application this construction for tiling framework is satisfied.
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The constructions that also follows the special motions assumption and the
robustness of planarity are more satisfied are welcomed!

4. Applications
4.1 Folding
Creating 3-dimensional objects from patterns of flat materials using folding has
attention in science and engineering. We describe the kinematics of folded sheet
metamaterials such as the Miura-ori. Employing our model, we can characterize
the folded materials. A rhombic fold pattern there is a 2-dimensional Zonogon
Tiling, which could arise into the 3-dimensional space. The geometry of this
arising is described for example in [65-69]. In the case of 2×2 mesh, we can see a
possible motion of the structure in the left and its Auxiliary Framework on the
right of Figure 10. There is a diagonal brace in the rhombuses because the
rhombuses not deform, the motions of their sides do not change them angles the
consequence of the rigidity of the disks. On the right of Figure 10, we can see a
spherical polygon that sides are the angles of the rhombus and the angles of the
polygon equal the dihedral angles of our mesh, let this the Auxiliary Polygon. At
the beginning of the motion, the Auxiliary Polygon there is on the main horizontal
circle that parallels to the plane of the unfolded 2×2 mesh that regards the plane of
vectors a2, a4. This structure is not rigid. Disregarding the rigid-body motion of
the structure, let the XY plane the plane of the vectors a2, a4, and the -Y direction
bisects its angle. There are four cases for the possible displacement. In the first
two cases, when at the first parts of the motion the vectors a1, a3 remain parallel,
and the end of the folding a2, a4 will also be parallel, i.e., we fold along the Y-axis,
there are two ways to fold the mesh under or above the XY. In these cases, the
spherical auxiliary polygon is two half-circle which covered each other. We can
see the third type of the displacement when all of the disks are under the plane of
XY on the right of Figure 10. The Auxiliary Polygon a1’, a2, a3’ a4 shows the
fourth type displacement on the right-hand side of Figure 10, when the disks are
located above the plane a2, a4. One of the angles of this polygon is not less than π
i.e. it is impossible that all edges of the folded mesh will be “valley type” or will
be “mountain type”.
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Figure 10. 2×2 Miura-ori at the beginning of the motion is a 2-dimensional ZTSF framework. On the
left, we can see the framework at the beginning, and an intermediate folded 3-dimensional
displacement. There are four equivalence classes signed by ai , in cyclic order, the angles of some of
the equivalence classes are fixed the consequence of the rigid rhombic discs of the tiling. Hence, there
are diagonals as bracing elements, signed light blue. The corresponding vectors of intermediately
folded displacement are yellows. On the right, we can see the Auxiliary Framework of the Mesh (edges
are signed by light blue and yellow).

We have to use further bracing elements for the rigidity of this structure. We can
see in the introduction that the plane framework is infinitesimally not rigid, but
will be rigid if we use the shorter diagonals as bracing elements, the longer
diagonal is not useful because they allowed the first two type displacements of this
plane mesh.

Figure 11. We can see on the left the four displacements of 2×2 Miura-ori and its auxiliary framework,
with an actuator colored by black. The bars of the different equivalence classes signed by different
colors. On the middle are located the auxiliary framework of a 6×4 Miura-ori that we can see on the
right.
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Notwithstanding, if we use the bracing elements between the endpoint of vectors
a2, a4 or between the endpoint of vectors a1, a3 as an actuator for the second two
type of displacement, then the later one is convenient (left on Figure 11),
disregarding the infinitesimal initial difficulties upon starting the motion. The
Auxiliary Spherical Polygon of the fourth type of the displacements is signed by
purple on the unit sphere, that reflected the image to the plane XY of the third type
displacement.

4.2 Reconfigurable architected materials as 3D folding
The research of new architected materials or metamaterial with extraordinary
properties as the negative Poisson’s ratio has been great publicity [56, 57, 70] in
the last decades. The structure of some meta-materials could change the form of
the fundamental domain. Hence the properties of the meta-material also could
change extraordinarily as discussed in [71], this paper was considered similar
objects as our zonohedron tilings with the same motion properties as our
theoretical tiling structures. The zonohedron type motion, in this case, was implied
by the connection between the fundamental cell. In the case of cubic tiling the
shapeshifter (3D) metamaterial assembled from extruded edges of all of the square
side of the cubes perpendicular to the side planes of the cube, see on the left upper
cubic structure on Figure 11. The height of the extrusion is arbitrary, but there will
be equal on each face to mimic the special cubic grid motion that was considered
in [29, 30]. A similar technic as the theoretical snapping that creates the extruded
cubes was discussed in [72] was used for cubic-grid structure in [31].

Figure 12. We can see above on the left the extruded cube and its auxiliary framework without
diagonals, bottom of the left its possible displacement constraints with two diagonals. On the right the
displacements of an extruded cube with three diagonal actuators, their lengths are equal at the
beginning. The left will be longer the right will be shorter the third will not change during the motion
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If we use face diagonals as braces for the rigidity of the discussed cubic
reconfigurable materials, then our result characterizes the possible motions, and
the rigidity of the structures, notwithstanding the graph theoretical result in [29,
30] could provide a stronger result in case of cubic structure. We could apply our
result for the reconfigurable architected materials discussed in [71] restricting the
fundamental domains for those polyhedrons that have only even sided polygon
faces which are affine regular. Hence, we need to subdivide the polygons to
rhombi. We have to extrude the side of these rhombi parallel to the sides of the
face polygons, ensuring the planarity of the face and the existence of the
equivalence classes as we can see on the above left on Figure 13. We have to use
actuators instead of face diagonal braces for the motion of the mechanism. This
mechanism has been controlled consequence of the result of [29], that was a
special case of our result described in this paper. We get more general tiling
structure in case of rhombohedron tiling, and our theorem also hold for them.

Figure 13.
We can see above on the left the extruded hexagon prism without diagonals, bottom of the left its
packing on the plane, if we decrease the height of the extrusions to zero, then we get back to the
hexagonal prism tiling that was discussed in 3.2. On the right increasing the extrusion we get a new bar
and joint like framework, its bars are orthogonal to the faces of the original tiling, which form the
joints of this new structure.

The possible motions of these reconfigurable architected materials as a three
dimensional origami are highly camouflage type the consequence of the
changeable faces, can change their form or shape. They can reflect or absorb the
electromagnetic or other waves, the motion of this structure are promising to
change their color also if the faces of the structure are coloring with the three
different primary colors. The changeable faces direction of the tiling could be a
possible direction of the following research as in [73].
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the moveable ZTSF was considered, a family of new mechanisms
based on braced ZTSF has been discussed.
We present a theorem that gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the
rigidity of the ZTSF applied some further diagonal braces of its faces. We
answered the next question: “What is the formal determination of the mobility or
just the infinitesimal motion of the ZTSFs with bracing elements” [28].
One of the constructed two three-dimensional CAD models of ZTSF follows the
theoretical motion of the tilings. There was introduced in [71] a construction
which follows the theoretical motion of the tiling special framework and satisfied
the planarity of the faces and will be centrally symmetrical if we subdivide the
more four-sided faces of the polyhedrons.
The main advantage of this characterization is the simplicity of the auxiliary
framework. Hence, the straightforward manipulability of the mechanisms is the
consequence of the transparency of its auxiliary frameworks; it is also useful for
applications point of view. In the discrete lattice approach, where the domains are
discretized, i.e., the centers of the cells held together by bars as links that represent
the cohesive forces as in [74]. In topology optimization also, where the structure
of the framework are modelized similarly [75-78].
We consider the complexity of the rigidity and the safety of the cubic grid.
Contrary to the general method for examples in [27, 28], where the upper bound
of the complexity would be the ninth power of the size of the cubic grid, our result
provides an algorithm with cubic complexity. The discrete mathematics as group
theory and graph theory help us to investigate efficient algorithms in the static,
kinematic and dynamic of the complex structural system using the symmetry and
the periodicity of the system similarly in [13-17, 27-38, 79-81].
Last, we presented two new characterizations of the motion of the rhombic type
origami and the braced cubic-type reconfigurable metamaterials controlled with
actuators.
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